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In this paper a Lewy-type reflection principle [lo] is obtained for the plane, 
pseudoparabolic equation with analytic coefficients, amely, the equation 
where 
P[u] := M[u,] - L[u] = 0, (0.1) 
M[zl] := A% + i M&l’+), 
k=l 
9+&k a=+q+ 
&[#I := c a:‘@, Y) ___ 9 
P&l=0 axpayq 
(0.2) 
L[u] := A”u + ; Lk(Am-k~), m<n 
k=l 
e+a<:e 
Lk[#] := 2 bkp(X, 3’) G . 
P.P 
(0.3) 
In order to do this, use must be made of various integral representations f r the 
solutions. These representations are based on the use of a formal construction 
of the fundamental singularity which was first obtained by the author with 
Hsiao [8] to solve the initial-boundary v lue problem. 
We also investigate in the present work the metaparabolic equations which 
the form 
uH[u] := M[u] - L[u,] = 0, (O-4) 
where M and L are defined as in (0.2) and (0.3). To this end, we first construct 
a fundamental singularity andthen use this to obtain integral representations. 
* This work was supported inpart by the U.S. Air Force through AFOSR Grant 
76-2879. 
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The fundamental singularities for metaparabolic equations are quite different 
from those for pseudoparabolic equations which in our case may be written as 
S(P, t; Q, T) : = A(P, t; Q, T) In( 1/r) + B(P, t; Q, r) (0.5) 
where Y = 1 P - Q ) and P := (z, z*), Q := (5, <*). Here the coefficients A 
and B are analytic and have expansions ofthe form 
A(P, ~;Q,T) :=f A,(P,Q) y,
i=l 
and 
B(P,t;Q,7):= f B,(P,Q)k+ 
j=l 
On the other hand, it will be shown that metaparabolic equations have funda- 
mental singularities of the form 
W', cQ, 4:= f UP, 9) (t $+1 , 
i=l 
where the Sj are analytic Laurent-coefficients. One possible choice for the Sj 
turns out to be the Taylor-coefficients A,(P, Q) of the expansion (0.6). Loosely 
speaking, the pseudoparabolic fundamental singularities resemble somewhat 
those from potential theory whereas the metaparabolic case is more similar 
to that for the heat equation. 
We mention here that an alternate approach to ours, namely, by the use of 
functional analysis, was developed in a series of papers by Showalter and Ting 
[ 11 - 151 for pseudoparabolic equations. The function theoretic approach, 
on the other hand, was developed by Colton [3-51 and by Gilbert and Co-workers 
[I, 2, 8, 91. For basic information concerning the function theoretic approach 
the reader is directed tothe books by Garabedian [6], Vekua [16], and the author 
r71. 
1. THE CAUCHY PROBLEM: CHARACTERISTIC CONDITIONS 
We consider first the Cauchy problem for the metaparabolic equation (1). 
Our goal is to obtain an integral representation f ra solution where Cauchy 
data are prescribed on a noncharacteristic surface S. Our approach is similar 
to that of [2, 3, S] and is dependent on constructing a fundamental solution tothe 
adjoint equation Pz[ V] = 0. Since we are dealing with analytic coefficients it is 
to our advantage to adopt complex notation, and we rewrite the operators 
M, L by making the transformation (x, y) --f (z, z*) z : = x + @, .z* = .X - *- 
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For purposes ofgreater generality we assume that he 
are n i< n matrices and 
coefficients of M, L 
( 
z+ z* z - z* u(z,z*):=u -,- 
2 2i 1 
are vectors. We designate th transpose f amatrix A by AT and the transpose 
of U by UT :== (UI,..., U,). M and L may now be written as
M[U] := i A&z, z*) G, A,, = I 
k.j=O 
(where I is the identity matrix), and 
n-1 
L[Cq : = c Bk@, z*) s . 
k,j=O 
(1.2) 
The adjoint operators M* and L* are given by 
and 
M*[Y] := i (-l)li+j & (A:V), 
k.i=O 
(l-3) 
L*[v] := i (-l)“fj Q&&3,:V). 
k.i=O 
(l-4) 
In order to obtain an integral epresentation for solutions f 6pm[UJ = 0 we 
first note the following differential identity, 
(M[CQT V - U%l*[V] = & P&z, z*) 
where 
t g (% z*), (1.5) 
n k-l 
P(z, z*) := c c (-1)P 
3=0 p=o 
;;;;:;z;j ; (A& V>, (1.6) 
k=l 
A i-1 
(A;iV)- (1.7) 
j=l 
A similar differential identity nvolving the operators L and L* is also btained 
by replacing thematrices Akj by Bkj and summing over Kand j to n - 1 instead 
of to n. We designate this identity as 
(L[U])T v - urL*[v] = $Q(z, z*) + a; * Q”(z, z*). 
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Let 0 C C be a domain in the complex plane with sufficiently smooth boundary 
for the Stokes integral theorem to be valid, and let 0* be the conjugate domain. 
We assume that he coefficients of M and L are analytic nthe product domain 
0 x 0*. 
We assume that U is a solution fthe differential equation (l), and that P 
is a solution of the adjoint equation 2z[V’J := M*[V] - L*[VJ = 0, in 
the region 0 x 0* x Gr (where Q := {t: E < 1 t - T ) < (l/e), E > 0)). 
Let (z, z*), (5, [*), (a, <*) and (t, a*) be points in 0 x 0* such that he complex 
lines between these points lie in 0 x 0*, or more specifically, et 0 x 0* 
be convex. For simplicity we adopt the notation P := (z, [*), Q := (5, z*), 
R :== (5, [*). 
It is convenient to introduce some notations. We designate by %(T) a non- 
characteristic curve lying on the analytic extension f the one dimensional real 
analytic curve S n {t = T}. D is to designate he curvilinear triangle made of -- 
the arcs PR, RQ, and V(r). In general, m and RQ will be taken to be straight 
lines. We offer the following schematic diagram as a help in visualizing the
domains of integration t  be used (Fig. 1). 
P := (2,1;*) R := (4-t 5*) 
Q := (5, I*) 
If w:={t:It---I=&, l <8<1/~}, then for the case that 9[U]=O 
and P*[V] = 0 in D x w, Stoke’s theorem implies 
o=Jzx S(p--~)d2*dt+s~~~I(Q*-p*)d2dt 
w 
+ L )X J 
[(P - Q) dz* dt + (Q* - P) dz dt]. 
I w 
In order to obtain a representation depending only on Cauchy data given for 
U on C(7) we seek the proper conditions V must satisfy on the characteristics 
z = 5, and a* = [*. These are obtained by integrating by parts. To this end 
we list he integrals 
s n k-l z Pdz* = c 1 (-1)s 
LP, p=l 
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+ t y (- l)P(- l)j j- a”-;;-;!$ s*> 
i=o p=o QR 
k=l 
aj 
.as*j ap ( -?i (A,:.V)) ds*, (1.9) 
aj au 
. pT ap ( -(B&V,)) ds*. (1.10) 
In both (1.9) and (1.10) we require that the coefficients of (ak-P-r/a[k+*r) x 
U(t;, s*) in the integrals on the right-hand side vanish on QR. Renaming indices 
and rearranging summations lead to the differential conditions which must be 
met by the function V. To this end, we notice that for (I = 0, l,..., n - 1) 
is the coefficient of azUT/&xz in the first integral. Similar considerations made 
concerning the second integral show that he coefficients of 8Ur/a[r (I = 0, l,...., 
7z - 2) are 
Hence, for 1 = n - 1 we obtain the characteristic condition 
on z=[. (1.11) 
For I = 0,l ,..., n - 2 we have further “characteristic” conditions on V, namely, 
n n-z-1 
n-1 n-z-2 
- 2 z. C--l)‘+‘& (Bkf~+d’d = 0 on x = 1. U-12) 
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The integrals 
and 
/zQ*dz:= /-kl&-I,k+q 
aj-q-177 . 8fk(BljVt) ds 
RP k=O a=0 
g*i-q-1 apq ask 
j-1 
may be treated directly without integrating by parts. We are led to the remaining 
“characteristic” conditions to be satisfied by V, 
go (-1)” ak(:$v) = 0, on x* = (‘*, (1.13) 
and for 1 = 0, I,..., n - 2, 
n n-z-1 
z. z. (- lJkf’ & (&i+1+1V 
n-1 n-1-2 
- z. go (-l)"+'*(B:,+l+lV,) = 09 (1.14) 
on x* = {*. 
2. THE CAIJCHY PROBLEM: THE FUNDAMENTAL SINGULARITY 
We now ask that V(z, a*, t) be a fundamental singularity of 9’2, and that it 
have the form 
v := i SAG z*; tit*) (t -p~),+l . (2-l) 
ZJ=O 
In what follows eobtain conditions which the coefficients S, must satisfy. 
First he S, satisfy the recursive system of complex hyperbolic differential 
equations 
M*[s,] = 0, 0 := null matrix, 
(2.,2) 
M*[S,] = L*[s,-,I, p >, 1. 
From Eqs. (1.11) and (1.13) weobtain the two characteristic conditions 
i. (-l)j (2.3) 
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and 
go (-1Y $ (&,,(s, 5*) S5’; 5,5*)) =0. (2.4) 
Eqs. (1.12) and (1.14) give us 2n - 2 additional characteristic conditions for the 
S, . Rather than write these down now we prefer to explore the possibility of 
simplifying these by adding additional but consistent conditions. That is, the 
coefficients should be completely satisfied by 2n conditions. 
It is convenient for us to define the operators a,(k = 1, 2, 3,4) as meaning 
differentiation with respect to the kth argument. We seek then to impose on the 
S, (p = 0, l,...) the 2n conditions 
altsog, s*; 5, 5*) = 0 
a:-ls,(t;, e; 5, P) =: qs*; 1*, 0, 
vS,+,(5, s*; 5, 5") = 0 
(0 < k < n - 2), 
(2-5) 
(0 < k < n - 1,p > 0), 
and 
ws,(s, 55 5, 5*) =0 (0 < k < n - 2), 
a;-?s,(s, 57 5, i*)=: X*(S; 5, 5*), P-6) 
aeks,+l(s, 55 5, 5*)= @ (O<K<n-l,p>O). 
The matrix functions X and X* are required to satisfy the following initial va ue 
problems 
&C-l)” & (&k(l, z*)-qz*; 1*, 5)) = 0, 
-& xcz*; 5*, i-1 /i*=i* = 0, 
&X(~*;5*,i)lz*=c*=I (k=O,l,..., n-2) 
(2.7) 
and 
(k = 0, l,..., n - 2) 
These conditions on S, , assuming that hey are not over restrictive, would force 
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it to be the Riemann function matrix. To this end, we differentiate (2.3) with 
a?’ and (2.4) with a:-’ which yield for p = 0, 
(2.9) 
and 
~ow)k~ E (AZn(s, 5*) a;-‘s,(s, 5*; 5, [*I) = 0. (2.10) 
Here we have used (2.5) and (2.6) which h s ow lower-order derivatives of S,, 
vanish on the characteristic lines. Identifying ay”S, =: X, a;-lS, =: X* 
imply (2.3), (2.4) with (2.5), (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) d o not overdetermine the coefficient 
S,, .Hence S, is the Vekua-Riemann function matrix. 
Returning to Eqs. (1.12), (1.14) one obtains 
z. k$+l (- l)k+j-z-l af;y;:;l (&(L s*)Sp+&, s*;5 5*)) 
n-1 n-1 
- z. ,g+, (- l)k+i-z-l a,a;y-gz:, (&(L s*) s&Ys*; 5,{*)I = @ 
(1 = 0, l,..., 12 - 2; p > 0). (2.11) 
and 
n-1 n 
z. ,$+1 (- l)j+k-z-l ,,“:;:~;‘,, (&s  5*) &+l(S, 5*;5 , *)) 
n-1 ta--l 
- j;+l & (--- lY+k-l-l &f:;:;;;,, (Bk i*) &ds, t*; t, t*)) = @ 
(I = 0, l,..., 11 - 2;p > 0). (2.12) 
For p > 0 the homogeneous Goursat conditions obviously satisfy (2.11) and 
(2.12), that is, these expressions vanish identically. 
We recall at this point that the coefficients S, atisfy the same system of 
hyperbolic equations and Goursat data as the coefficients A, of the fundamental 
singularity constructed by the author and Hsiao [8] for the pseudoparabolic 
equation (0.1). This is, of course, interesting since the two singular solutions 
have quite different types of singularities. For Eq. (0.1) a fundamental singularity 
of the form 
S(s, z*, t; 5, [*, t) := A@, z*, t; 1, 1*, T) log(l/r) + +, z*, C I, C*, 7) 
with 
A := f A&, x*; 5, <*) (;,-;s 
P=O 
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and B similarly defined were found to have the required properties. This uggests 
a method for using information about he pseudoparabolic caseto investigate 
the metaparabolic case, and vice versa. Indeed, from [8] we have that 
SP,l(% z*;5, b*) = j-y ds* Jcz (L[R(z, *; s, s*)])’ SD(s, *; z, z*) (2.13) 
(p = 0, l,... ), where R(z, z*; 5, {*) := &,(z, x*; 5, [*), is the Riemann- 
Vekua function. 
Setting v equal to our fundamental solution in the expressions forP, P*, 
Q, and Q* appearing in (1.8) yields a representation formula. Indeed, the only 
contribution fr m the integral occurs when we evaluate the residue of
j-- jG P dz* dt = 2mi(- 1)2n-2 [ Ur([, s*) 
= 2rriUT(‘(5, *) I, (2.14) 
noting that all other terms vanish owing to the homogeneous Goursat conditions 
satisfied by S, , p 3 1. 
It is helpful tointroduce the following notation 
k-I+1 
(rJ, &J)(z, z*, t) := c (- l)P a*+j-p-luT(z, z** Q * $$ (AJq, 
9=0 
a,k+j+p-1 
and 
i-l 
[U, A;jV](x, z*, t) := 1 (-1)Qf’ “-q-1Ur(Z’x*9 t, . asr;;*g (A,J). (2.15) 
Q=O 
az*5-9-i 
Then the solution to the Cauchy problem with data on C is given by 
- & <up B,T,VtX x*, 4 dt 
I 
k=l 
+ & s,,,,x, j- dt I[ 9$.(u, &W, s*, 4 
VI-1 
- 2 W BiJ&, s*, t 4 GQ* 
k=l 
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i=l 
n-1 
- go FL K%l(s, s*, I)] ds. 
j=l 
(2.16) 
3. CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS 
The previously described method leads to explicit formulae when we restrict 
our discussion tothe case of constant coefficients. In particular, we shall con- 
sider M and L to be of the form 
and 
M[u] := d”u + (it A’% + ... + ar,u, (3.1) 
L[U] := /9, An-124 + pr fin-211 + ... + Pn-rz4. (3.2) 
This assumption simplifies somewhat our discussion. I  complex form these 
become after division by P, 
@n-*U 
MFJI := a2: a2*n + ul&n-laz*n-l + '.. + a,U, (3.3) 
and 
+ ... + b,-,u. (3.4) 
Let us introduce the polynomials, 
and 
P(X) := 4l+ (, y b,x + . . . + ,;;-c;;;, .
Then the differential equation 
WA + L[u,] = o 
may be rewritten as
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
U(z, z*, t) + s:, ds s,:*ds* p[(z - s)(z* - s*)] U(s, s*, t) 
= U&, 2 *r t) + j-1 j-;ds* q[(z - s)(z* - s*)] -Ut(s, *, t), (3.7) 
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If we seek a fundamental solution i the form (2.1), itis seen that he coefficients 
S&9 z*; L5”) must then satisfy 
ds” p[(z - s)(z* - s*)] .S,+,(s, ”; 5, 5*) 
= @‘(z, z*.)+ s s’ ds “ds*q[(z - s)(z* - s*)] .S,(s, s; 5, {*). 20 G 
For purposes of simplifying our expressions we normalize these by setting the 
polyharmonic functions U(“) = 0. 
Let P[(z - <)(z* - <*)I be the resolvent kernel of the integral equation 
U(z, z*) + f-” ds 1” ds* p[.z - s)(z* - s*)] U(s, s*) = F(z, z*), 
-20 G 
be., 
U(z, z*> = F(z, z*) - 
s 5 
‘ds ‘* ds* P[(z - s)(z* - s*)] F(s, s*); 
20 6 
then (3.7) may be solved for S,,, in terms of S, , namely, 
=J‘ r 
=ds ‘* ds* q[(z - s)(z* - s*)] S,(s, s*; I, {*) 
20 -2; 
- j-1 do j-:’ du* P[(z - o)(x* - u*)] j-1 ds [>* q[(s - u)(s* - CT*)] 
. S,(s, s*; 5, 5*) 
-s r 
‘ds ‘- ds* Us, s*; 5, 5*)Q[(s, *; z, z*>l, (3.8) 
20 -zo 
where integration by parts yields1 
Q(L 1*; 2, z*) := q[(z - 5)(x” - {*)I 
(3.9) 
- 
I f 
‘ds ‘* ds* q[(s - {)(s* - {*) P[(z - s)(z* - s*)]. 
b -c* 
The Riemann function corresponding to the operator M of (3.3) is given by 
W, 5*; 
z, z*) :== (z - O-Yz* - 5*)“-’ 
[(n - 1)!]2 
(3.10) 
- 
s s 
‘ds ‘*ds* 
i i’ 
1 For n > I the Sk satisfy homogeneous Goursat data for k > 0. 
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We define also after Vekua [16, p. 1861 the “Associated Riemann Functions” 
- s s =ds ‘*ds* c C’ 6 - “;&- l*jk P[(z - s)(z* - s*)], 
k = 0, l,...) n - 1. (3.11) 
Remark 1. The function Q(X), .X := (z - {)(z* - [*), may be written 
as a certain linear combination fthe functions Rk(X) (k = l,..., n - 1), 
namely, 
n-1 
Q(X) EE 1 &R,(X). 
k==O 
(3.12) 
Since Rk(X) = az(n-k-l)R(X)/aln-k-l~~*?~-~-l, where X := (a - <)(z* - [*), 
we also have 
n-1 
Q(X) = 1 b--2--1 $$ = M,[R]. 
l=O 
(3.13) 
The integrals in definition (3.11) may be somewhat simplified by taking the 
integration paths to be straight lines and introducing thereal parameters (Y, /3 
ass-[=:(z--[)ar,s*-5*=:(X*--[*)/?. 
Remark 2. If the functions Pk(X) are defined as
Pk(X) := J’ dol 1 dp (q3)lc P[(l - ar)(l - p) X], 
0 
the functions R,(X) (k = 0, l,..., n - 1) are then given by 
&&‘, 5*; z, z*> = & - [l + xpk(x)], 
x := (Gz - LJ(z* - [*). 
(3.15) 
It was shown in Vekua [16, Sect. 391 that he resolvent kernel P(X) may be 
expressed as alinear combination of Bessel functions. Namely, if, in the special 
notation of Vekua, we denote the related functions L, by 
L(X) := f Wkq$q 
k=O 
(3.16) 
then 
P(X) = 1 c &%(qq 
j=l z=o 
(3.17) 
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where the Aj, are constants which may be uniquely determined. Here the 
KI T.-S, Km are the distinct roots of 
Kn - UIKn-’ + ‘.. + (-1)” a, = 0, 
k 1 ,...> k, are their espective multiplicities. 
Remark 3. An alternate expression for the Associated Riemann functions 
Rk(X), (k = 0, l,..., n - 1) is given by 
,4jl(x)l+lL (3.18) 
Furthermore, 
QCx> = !7Cx) + 1 2 1 bkAjZXz+1LZ+2k+*(X)~ 
k=O j=l z=o 
Remark 4. The recursive formula (3.8) for the Sk-coefficients may be further 
simplified by taking z,, =: 5, and .s,* =: [*. Then 
k = 0, l,.... (3.19) 
4. INTEGRAL OPERATORS AND THE LEWY REFLECTION PRINCIPLE 
In this ection we show that it is possible togeneralize the Lewy Rejection 
Principle to higher-order pseudoparabolic equations in the plane. We note 
that a first ep in this direction was made by Colton [5], who considered the 
case of equation (0.1) for 12 = 1 and obtained a reflection principle across plane 
surfaces. We follow the general ideas of Lewy [lo], Garabedian [6], and Colton 
[5] by starting with a formal identity involving the operator B ((O.l), (OJ)), 
and its Lagrange adjoint 8* : = M[U,] - L[Ul, namely, 
vp[u] - u,c~*[V] = V,M[U,I - U,M+FtI 
- ~wut1 - UtL+[~l~ + g (VL[UI) (4-l) 
=: $w, VI + $*B*[u, V] + ;{vL[u-j}. 
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Here the forms B, B* are defined as 
n k-l 
R-l&l 
- gl ,Fa CwlJz & (Irgkj) ,",",'iL',zij 7
j=O 
and 
At this point we take V(z, a*) to be the generalized Riemann function 
A@, z *, t; 5, [*, 7) of [8, p. 83, (1.7)] and obtain several representation formulae 
for solutions toP[CI’j = 0. Our representation f rmulae are arrived at by 
integrating over three-dimensional cells Bi CD x D* x T in the complex 
space C2 x W where & is chosen to have a piecewise smooth boundary. If 
we apply the Gauss-Green theorem to (4.1) for such a domain Bi then we have 
j- B[U,A]dz* A dt- 
a6 s 
B*[U, A] dz A dt + 
atsi s. 
oQ AL[U] dz A dz*. (4.3) 
1 
For our first integration d main we choose a Go homologous to a cube with 
the vertices (lo, G , Oh (5, t;,*, O), (5, I*, O), (Co, b*, 0) and (ito, C$, T), 
(5, CiT ,4, (1, 5*, 4 (5, , 5*, 4. ‘1-0 per orm f the integration we first list some 
identities concerning the generalized Riemann functions which are readily 
obtainable from Gilbert and Hsiao [8], 
g A,(z, z*, t; i-9 5*, 7) 1 = 0, k = 0, 1 )...I 71- 2, 
r-t 
=x(z*,c*,g, k=n-1, (4.4) 
& A&, z*, c 1, t;“, 7) 1 = 0, k = 0, l,..., n - 2, 
z*=c* 
=x*(2,5,5*), k=n-I; 
az:;;*m A&> z*, t; 5, 5*, 4 Irzc = 0, O<m+k<2n-2, 
r.=g* 
Z.Z 1, m + k = 271 - 2, 
O<k,m<n-1 (4.5) 
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The functions X(2*, <*, c), X*(z, 5, [*) are required, moreover, to satisfy 
scalar versions ofthe initial value problems (2.7) (2.8), where we note that for 
the scalar case Aik := Ank . 
pm-1 
' &*j-nz-1 ut(sP s*) 
I 
s*=c; 
+ &-terms 
s*=c* 
- s,’ ds I,’ dt 1 g (--I)” i. (--llm a&m (A(s, I;,*, t; 5c*, 7) 
j-1 
(4.6) 
where 
iYu, 
&(z, t) := - 
az;z ( 
2, zo*, t) (1 = 0, l)..., n - 1). 
The remaining Goursat data may be given as 
(4.7) 
gyz*, t) := &U,(z,,a*,t) (l=O,l,..., tl- 1). (4.8) 
0 
The identity (4.6) was obtained by making use of the conditions (4.4), and the 
fact hat X* satisfies theordinary differential equation of (2.8). 
Evaluating the B-integral issomewhat more complicated. First we note that 
by using conditions (4.4) it follows that 
n k-l 
- zl 2 (- 1)' & (45, 7 S*, t; i-1 t*, d Akj(tO , S*)) 
j=O 
. ak+j-c-‘~t(lo, s*) + B 
aG-z-l &*j 
.-te*s 
k3 
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= j;; ds* s,’ dt ( i. (-l)“-‘X(S*, 5 5) “‘~$“‘) A&t;, S*) 
n k-l 
- z, 2 (- 1Y $ VW, 9 s*, c 5, 5*, 4 A,&, I s*)) 
j=o 
ag-,-,(s*, t) 
as*j + Bkj-terms. (4.9) 
We next integrate by parts the terms under the first ummation sign and make 
use of the initial conditions (2.7) satisfied by X*(z*, [*, 5) at z* = 5”. We obtain 
+ lo’ dt(- 1)” 1s (X(s*, 5*, 5) A&, 5*))s++ u,(C, 5*) 
= (-l)“[U(L 5*, T) - U(L 5*, 0)l 
+J;dtij&-I)“& (x(l,*, 6*15) Anj(5t l~>>+j-Z-1(5, t>* (4*l”) 
j=O Z-0 0 
We have used the fact above that X satisfies the differential equation (2.7) 
and that A,, = 1. Using (4.10) wecan evaluate the B-integral as 
T dt{B[U, V]>tI:o = - U(5, C*, 4 + U&5*, 0) 
+ j-y ds* I dt i '2 C-1)' -$ (Uo , s*, t; t-,5*, 7) A,&-, , s*)) 
0 k=l 2-O 
j-0 
. w-ds*, t) 
a+ 
+ (--1)-l So’dt j&-l)t& 
j=o 1=0 0 
. C-W-,*, 1*> 5) &j(L 1;)) + j-r ds* j-; dt 1%; ‘2 (- 1)’ &
j=O 
(4.11) 
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where the other &-terms vanished due to the homogeneous data for the TZ - 2 
derivatives satisfied by the generalized Riemann function. Finally wenote that 
s A@, s * t;5, c”, T) ds A ds* ac 
=- ‘* ds* A(s, s*, 0; 5, {*, 7) L[U](s, s*, 0). (4.i2) 
Collecting theresults of formulae (4.6), (4.1 I), (4.12), we obtain a representation 
formula for U(z, z*, t) in terms of the Goursat data q$(z, t), +z(z*, t) 
(I, m = 0, l,..., n - 1) and the initial d ta U(z, z*, 0) =: @(z, z*), as 
U(z, z*, t) = @(z, z*) + j-’ ds It d7 I’$ (-1)” ‘2 (-1)” $;x;- 
20 -0 h-0 ?Tl=O 
i=l 
n-1 j-1 
- z. (-1)" 1 C-1)" &:;;m 
ITkO 
+ (--I)“-’ J’of dr i ?(-1)‘& 
j=l 1=0 
* (A&o, s*, 7; Z, z*, t) Akj(zo , s*)) * ai4’-;;$;*’ ‘) 
n-l k-l 
+ c c (-1)’ & (A(z~ 9s*, 7; z, z*, t) Bkj(ZO 3 ‘*I) 
k=l I=0 
j=O 
- I I = ds ‘* ds* A(s, s*, 0; z, z*, t) L[U'j(s, s*, 0). (4.13) 20 G 
We summarize the above discussion as 
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THEOREM (4.1). Let the coe@ients Aj, , Bik of the d@erential equation (0.1) 
have analytic extensions to the bicylinder D x D*, and be independent of t. Let 
u(x, y, t) =: U(z, Z, t) designate  classical solution of (0. 1) in the domain D x T. 
Then there xist functions &(.z, t), &(z*, t) (1, m = 0, I,..., n - 1) which are 
continuous in t but analytic in z, OY respectively z*, such that u(x, y, t) has the repre- 
sentation (4.13). 
Remark. Representation heorems ofthe type (4.13) may be used to form 
an approximation to solutions f the initial-boundary-value problems a sociated 
with (0. 1). For instance, theorems ofthe Faber and Chebyshev type may be 
used to approximate th data &(z, t), &(z*, t) (1, m = 0, l,..., n - I), @(z, z*). 
We next turn to the problem of deriving a Lewy-type reflection principal 
for pseudoparabolic equations. To this end we assume that D x T is a simply 
connected cylindrical domain in the half-space y < 0 whose boundary consists 
of a portion fthe plane y = 0, i.e., u := [aD n { y = O}] x T. Let U(X, y, t) 
be a classical solution in D x T, and let @(z, z*) and the coefficients A&z, z*), 
B&z, z*) have analytic extensions to the bicylinder (Du 0 u D*) x 
(D* v (T u 0). Suppose now that aG, is homologous tothe boundary of the 
triangular wege with corners (5, [, 0), (p, c*, 0), (5, [*, 0) and (5, [, T), 
(%*, 5*, T), (t-,5*, T) and 1 e us evaluate he integrals of (4.3) again using the t 
various conditions satisfied by the generalized Riemann function A. More 
precisely we must evaluate the integrals in the Gauss-Green formula 
0 = j-7 dt JCL’ ds* B[U, A],,, - 1’ dt j-” ds B*[U, A]s*lt* 
0 0 c 
+ ic* ds* s,” ds{A[U](s, s*t)};:; + & I* dt $* dj B[U, A](s, s, t) 
0 
1 5’ -- 
s I 
T dt 
21’2 0
ds B*[U, A](s, s, t). 
c 
(4.14) 
To this end we note that he first integral, namely, 
ak+j-l-lu,(L s*) + B 
- a&Vc-Z-1as*5 k$- 
terms (which vanish) 
= s:‘d~*J~d~~o (-1)-l A,,({, s*) X(s*, 1;*, 5)aj7;$js*) 
= u(t, c*, 7) - u(c, <*, 0) + j-’ dt i (- I),-1 y (-1~1 w!& 
0 i=O ko 
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The last integral has an identical vanishing integrand because of (2.7). 
The B*-integral may be shown to vanish identically, 
’ Akk, [*I) 
ai-m-lut(s, s*> + B ,-terms 
as*+m-1 I 
k) (which vanish) 
== ( dt $ ds i. (-l)“(-1)*-l 
Using (4.15), (4.16) in (4.14) we obtain 
U({, (*, 7’) = U({, {*, 0) + j-‘dt i (-1)” F (-l)z $ 
0 j=O LO 
. (X(5, 5”, 5) u5, m aj-;;i?!f, l)
+ J;i* ds* i’* ds A(s, s*, 0; 5, {*, T) 
. 
I 
ak++-w,(s, s) n-l k-l 
ask-Z-l asi - ,cl ,c, (- 1)’ ; (A(& 6 t; 5, ‘i-*9 T, Bki(s, s)) 
z F 
j==o 
ak+j-l-w&, J) 
ask-Z-lafi 
I 
-~~dtl:‘ds(~o(-l)k~o(-*)-~ 
i=l 
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In order to obtain our reflection princple itis useful to write Eqs. (4.13) 
and (4.17) invector notation by introducing as new unknowns, the vectors 
w, x *, f) := (U(x, x*t), g (x, *, t) (..., gnc (x, *, t)): 
Then by differentiat~g (4.17) p-times with respect to{*, to obtain the ( p + 1 )st 
component, setting <*= 5, we obtain after a differentiation with respect to7 
an expression of the form 
V$, 5, T) = j-r ds W!(,, 0, 7; 1, 5, T), V&I (47) + (--l),+l x(0, 4-Y 5) v&L O,T) 
0 
(4.18) 
Here %?!, (W?!~ and (aW& are matrices involving the Riemann function a d the 
coefficients Aki , B,j and as a result ofthis are regular naIytid. Forexample 
WZ has row vectors ofthe form a!) where the Ith component .of aP is given by 
Similar expressions may be found for the other matrices; the computations 
involved are for the most part straightforward but detailed. Care must be taken 
somewhat when differentiating the definite integrals. 
The coefficient matrix x(0, 5, 5) has for ow vectors 
X’P’ :=( & x(0,5*, s’),*=c I 
where the vectors x are given by 
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with 
xm(S*, <*, 5) := f (-1p-1 ,$:;1, w(s*, 5*, 5)) &,(3, s*>>. (4.19) 
j=m+1 
It is important for us to show that he matrix (0, 4, 5) has an inverse, since 
then our vector equation (4.18) can be considered a Volterra-type integral 
equation for an unknown vector V,(<, 0, T) for 5 E D* u u, T E [0, T], when 
V({, 5, T), and V({, l*, 0) are known. This is a reasonable assumption for our 
reflection principal since the solution isassumed to be known up to that part 
of the boundary of D coinciding with u, i.e., 
u(x, 0, t) : = V(.r, x, t) = : p(x, t), (4.20) 
where p(z, t) may be taken to be continuously differentiable function of z and 
t in D u (T u D* x [0, T], and for each fixed tE [0, T] is analytic nD U (T U D*. 
Furthermore, the vectors (P/a{“) V,(O, [*, T), which also appear in this 
Volterra equation, may be calculated from the vector epresentation 
v(ii 5*, T) = V(L 5*, 0) + j-’ dt GWL 5*, 5, V& c, t) 
0 
+ (* da I’ ds k1 S?;‘(s, a;5, <*, 7) ; V(s, u, 0) 
k=O 
+ & joT dt J;” di 5’ CYE’(s, i t; 5, [*, 7) g V(s, S, t) 
m=0 
1 -- p2 s I 
7dt I* dscW’(s, t; 5, <*, T) V,(s, s, t). (4.21) 
0 c 
The above representation formula is readily obtained by differentiating (4.13) 
aqapp, and taking into account he initial conditions satisfied by the Riemann 
function. The matrix coefficients C ri), etc., are then formed as before by changing 
orders of summation and regrouping. Hence we may assume that the vectors 
(P/at;m) V,(O, {*, T) are known for {* E D* u U. 
We recapitulate: since V([, 5, T) and V([, {“, 0) are known for 5 E D u u u D* 
and (5, [*) E (D U u U D*) X (D U u U B*), respectively, Eq. (4.21) becomes 
a Volterra integral equation for V,([, 0, T), 4 E D* U u, T E [0, r]. If we can 
show that the matrix coefficient of V,({, 0, T), namely, x(0, 5, <), is invertible 
then the Volterra equation has a unique solution, which provides us with a 
unique continuation of V,([, 0, T) f rom its known values in D u a. In that all 
the coefficients i  our Volterra equation are analytic-regular, we have obtained 
the analytic continuation of V,(&‘, 0 7) into D u u u D*. 
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By reversing the roles of 5 and [* V,(O, [*, T) may also be shown to have an 
analytic continuation to D v (T v D*. 
LEMMA. The matrix (0, 5, iJ-l exists for 5 E D* v o. 
PYOO~. From the differential equation satisfied by X(s*, [*, 5) we recognize 
that 
(-I)‘“+‘Tg&xm(s*, &-*, 5) = 0; 
hence, 
xm(s*, 5*, 5) := f S*m-kfp’([*, 1). 
k=O 
From the initial conditions satisfied by X it follows that 
&x&*, 5*, 5)/rw=t* = 0 (0 Gk G m - 11, 
2 x&*9 5*, 5)Is*=<* = (- l)~-m-1&& [*) = (-1)--l, 
which implies fAW”‘(c*, 5) = (- l)n--m-l/m. Using 
p-1 
&*?n-l Xm 
= 0, 
S';=(' 
we may then write 
f;y1;*, 5) = (7-)n-;,r;* . 
Continuing inthis way we determine the coefficients successively as 
fLm’(l*, 5) :=(-l)“-” e;$ (m r-/;)! ,
where 
eT$ := i (--lY1 . 
I=0 
l! 
From this it is easily seen that he ~~~(0, I, 5) entry is given by 
x,,(0,5,5):=(-1)“+“e~,m(m-l)~~~(m-~+l)~m-~, P<<m 
= 0, p > m. 
Consequently, x(0, I, 5) is upper triangular. 
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With this we are now able to complete the proof of 
THEOREM (4.3). Let D x [0, T] be a simply connected cylindrical domain in 
the half-space y < 0, whose boundary consists of portion (Tof the plane y = 0. Let 
u(x, y, t) be a classical solution, which is also in Vzn(D x [0, T]), of Ep. (O.l), 
and on (T suppose u(x, 0, t) =: p(x, t) h as an analytic estension for x E D u 
CJ u D* when t E [0, T]. Furthermore, with respect toboth z and t together, let
p(z, t) E V([D U CJ w D*] x [0, ..I). Then u(x, y, t) has a unique continuation 
as a classical solution nto all of [D u a u D*] x [O, T]. 
Proof. It is not difficult to show that each if u(x, y, t) has analytic nitial 
data 
w? z *,o):=u(+,=$,o) 
and the coefficients of Eq. (0.1) are analytic nD x D*; then for each fixed 
t E [0, T] U(z, z*, t) is an analytic function of the two complex variables 
(a, z*) E D x D*. See, for example, Colton [5 pp. 185-1861. The remainder 
of the proof follows from our earlier discussion fthe analytic continuations 
of V([, 0, T) and V(0, <*, r) and th en the use of representation formula (4.17) 
which defines a solution i [D u u u D*] x [0, T]. 
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